
SHEEP ROUND UP 2016

What is the sheep round up actually about? The sheep round up takes place traditionally the first 
three weekends in September at our region. The sheeps are giving birth to their lambs every May 
and live the first month at our fields around the farm. Depending on the weather and the growing of 
the grass the sheeps are going to the mountains in the middle of June. Therefore we chase the 
sheeps into a pen at home and bring them with a truck up to the mountains in Kálfadalur. The 
sheeps will live there free and on their own over the summer.
In autumn (september) the sheeps and lambs need to come back and we hope to bring them back 
before the first snow will come. Therefore the farmers meet and ride into the mountains to look for 
the sheeps and chase them down to the pen. To make sure that all of the sheeps and their lambs are 
coming home the farmers ride three times up to the mountains.
In the pen the sheeps have to be seperated and every farm has its own number which is like a 
earring. When every sheep is seperated the farmers bring them home by theirselves.

Tuesday, 06.09.2015
We meet at Helluland in the afternoon or we will pick you up in Sauðárkrókur/Varmahlíð. After we 

had coffe and cake together we will show you our farm and we will start our first riding tour. 
During the riding tour you can get to know the horses and we will teach you the icelandic way of 

riding. In the evening we are going to eat together.



Wednesday, 07.09.2016
After breakfast we will start for a 2-3 hour riding tour. We will ride to a beautiful viewpoint, where 
we have a great view over the Skagafjörður. Then we will ride back to Helluland over an old path. 
If we are lucky we will see the halfwild horses, which live on our peninsula.. Back home we will 

have lunch together and guide you to the Grettislaug. This is a natural hot pot, which is about 25km 
apart of us. After we visited the hot pot we will go back home and have a cosy evening together.

Thursday. 08.09.2016
After breakfast we will go riding to the black beach. After this great ride we will have lunch at 

Helluland and go then to the "Gestastofa Sútarans". There you can see how coates are converted. 
There is also the possibility to go to their souvenirshop. Afterwards we will go home and have a 

cosy evening together.

Friday, 09.09.2016
Today we only go for a little riding tour around our farm, because we need to get up really early the 

next day and also the horses should be relexed. Then we will drive to Hólar and visit the famous 
horse museeum and afterwards we will go to Hofsós to the swimming pool. From the hot poot you 
can enjoy the wonderfull view over the ocean. Back home we will have dinner and prepare some 

food for the sheep round up.

Saturday, 10.09.2016
This night we need to get up at 3am, have some breakfast and drive with the horses to the 

mountains. Between 4.30 and 5am we start our adventure. Fist we will ride into the valley where we 
will have a little second breakfast. When everybody finished to go on his/her position the sheep 

round up begins. Between 4 and 6 pm we will arrive at the pen where icelandic lambsoup is waiting 
for us (for vegitarians withour lamb). Afterwards we seperate all of the sheeps where everyone is 

free to help.

Sunday, 11.09.2016
After we slept long and enjoyed the breakfast after the "big day" yesterday we will have a last ride 

and end the day with dinner and maybe watch some horse movies together.



Monday, 12.09.2016
We will drive you to Sauðárkrókur or Varmahlíð after we had breakfast.

All inclisive 162.000ISK

The participants of this riding tour should have some experiences in riding.

For more information or booking please contact us by mail info@icelandhorsetours.com or give us 
a call (00354) 8478577. We are looking forward to welcome you!
Luka&Andrés

PS: In case of bad weather we reserve our rights to change the riding tour. In doing so we will take 
care to act in terms of our participants and animals.

mailto:info@icelandhorsetours.com

